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Molecular analysis of genetic diversity: An in situ collection of Annonaceae´s species by using 
microsatellite markers
Sandra Liliana Castañeda Garzón, Gustavo Ligarreto M and María Isabel Chacón
National University of Colombia, Colombia

Based on the research results reported by Escribano et al. (2004 and 2008) for cherimoya (A. cherimola), a total of 20 
microsatellite molecular markers (SSR), reported as the most transferability in the genus Annona and Rollinia, were 

employed to evaluate genetic diversity through cross amplification, in a in situ collection of Colombian Andina and Caribe 
Region. The study looked at the stage of DNA extraction, PCR amplification and PAGE visualization, followed by statistical 
analysis to inter and intra population. The results allowed the preliminary development of DNA extraction protocols, PCR and 
PAGE to Anonáceas. Four SSR were transferable in six species and one interspecific hybrid, and the most representative species 
(A. squamosa, A. reticulata and A. cherimola) were evaluated through six, seven and seven SSR, respectively. The analysis 
intrapoblacional (geographic regions) denotes genetic diversity (observed heterozygosity), while in interpopulation analysis 
reveals that in the collections of A. squamosa and A. reticulata, heterozygote deficit occurs and most of the variation occurs 
within populations a priori (between individuals within populations), detecting a low degree of genetic differentiation. The 
calculation of genetic distances and graphing through a neighbor joining topology, allows for A. squamosa identify that there 
is a greater number of shared alleles among accessions of Cundinamarca and other accessions tested, whereas in A. reticulata 
this presents among accessions from Santander and Cundinamarca and Casanare. 
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Comprehensive transcriptome analysis of Bemisia tabaci H biotype and its endo-symbiont
Santosh Kumar Upadhyay
National Agri-Food Biotechnology Institute (NABI), India

Bemisia tabaci complex damages the various crops of economic importance worldwide by phloem feeding, virus spreading 
and promoting the growth of various pathogens on their sugar enriched excreta. Absence of sufficient genetic information 

hampers several studies related to their management on crop plants. An inclusive transcriptome sequencing of H biotype 
of B. tabaci complex and its symbiont (Candidatus Portiera aleyrodidarum: CPA) was performed and characterized. About 
8 Gb data were obtained using Illumina sequencing and assembled into 72716 unitigs. CPA transcripts were identified by 
blastn search against the genome sequence with significant similarity. A total of 21129 unitigs was annotated by blastx search 
against NCBI-non-redundant protein database. Annotated unitigs were mapped to 52847 gene ontology terms and 131 KEGG 
pathways. However, 37 KEGG pathways were mapped for CPA transcripts. The genes for the synthesis of non-essential amino 
acids, certain regulatory and repair proteins, and several other metabolic pathways were found missing in CPA, whereas 
several genes for essential amino acids biosynthesis were absent in insect. The results indicate the possibility complementation 
between host and symbiont for these components. Gene expression profiling showed vitellogenin and ribosomal proteins 
in host and, GroEL in symbiont was highly expressed and they can be potential targets for insect control through RNAi. 
Further, a significant diversity was observed between different species of whiteflies and its symbiont. The study sheds light on 
comprehensive transcriptome of B. tabaci H biotype, integration of host and symbiont in several biosynthetic pathways, and 
potential target genes for insect control through RNAi.
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